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This title delivers insights into the technology, programme information and capabilities
of unmanned air platforms under development, in production and in service around the
world, providing military and security organizations with trusted independent technical
profiles to support long-term airborne capability advantage.
'Jane's All the World's Aircraft' sets the standard in aviation reference, providing
exhaustive technical detail on over 1000 civil and military aircraft currently being
produced or under development by over 560 companies.
Provides technical details of manned civil and military aircraft in development or
production around the world. This book delivers a comprehensive view of civil and
military manned air platforms in development, providing A&D businesses with the
market intelligence that drives business development, strategy and product
development activity.
Jane's All the World's Aircraft sets the standard in aviation reference, providing
exhaustive technical detail on over 950 civil and military aircraft currently being
produced or under development by more than 550 companies. complete with
photographs and line drawings to aid recognition and comparison, this authoritative
resource provides you with the ability to evaluate competitors, identify potential buyers,
and business partners, and examine aircraft equipment. Each entry enables you to
check key specifications for any aircraft including dimensions, performance, structure,
landing gear, power plants, and armaments. plus, with details of the world's aircraft
manufacturers and their programmes, you can identify key contracts and customers. Airlaunched missiles; Aero-engines; First flights; Aerospace Calendar; Official records;
International aircraft registration prefixes; propeller technology Jane's All the World's
Aircraft online gives you monthly updates, search capabilities and a minimum of fiveyears archive. plus, exclusive access to annual production tables available as Excel
spreadsheets and in HTML to facilitate your analysis. Visit http //jawa.janes.com to view
extracts of the tables and browse the latest list of updates. Recommended com anion
resources include Jane's Aircraft upgrades for aircraft modernisation programmes and
Jane's Helicopter Markets and Systems for full industry, operator and manufacturer
coverage.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there
are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of
these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available
for future generations to enjoy.
Sets the standard in aviation reference. It provides exhaustive technical detail on over 1,000
civil and military aircraft currently being produced or under development by more than 560
companies. In addition, there are details of the world's aircraft manufacturers and their
programmes.
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